Appendix II]).
Let ff = (I/277) fQ n f(r, ß) dß fot a function on the punctured disc. p\_ jhp
The last two inequalities are straightforward consequences of Holder's inequality.
Since the L norm with respect to dd/2rr is less than or equal to the Lp norm for p > 1 it will suffice to prove completeness and the inequality for p = I.
fh depends only on r. Therefore any path between p e ° and p.e is greater in length than the radial line segment between p. and p.. From this it is clear that completeness will follow from showing that L i §h) dr = <x and fl ifh)l/2 ¿r = oo for 0 < rn < 1. In what follows it may be assumed without loss of generality that h is already averaged and is thus a function of r alone.
In Mr) > C ln(l/r) or < C lcxil/r) foe 0 < C < 2 and each r. Assume This has resisted many attempts and I half suspect it cannot be improved.
Question
Two. How bad can things be if the metrics are unaveraged? Question Three.
What can be said about p < 1 or even e* \dx\ ?
The completeness is hard to show. This is especially interesting when one notes that the above estimates can be arranged C' /r2~e < \\h\\Ar) < \\h\\p(r) < \\h\\Jr) < C/r2(ln (l/r))2-. MR 41 #3470.
